
Avatars of the Muse 
 
LA Blues 
 
Tu m’as donné ta boue et j’en ai fait de l’or 

-Baudelaire, "Epilogue" des Fleurs du mal 
 
I 
 
I share nothing of this city 
its streets and parks are not my own 
its traffic-flow’s viscosity 
brings us together all alone 
I can’t love or hate this city 
where nothing makes me less or more 
it’s true enough the girls are pretty 
but that’s a rhyme we’ve heard before 
 
The city poet once could find 
the crowd a model of the mind 
but here unless you’re at a mall 
you rarely see a crowd at all 
the people roam the street in cars 
or stretch limos like movie stars 
that valet park in front of bars 
 
II 
 
On the Promenade 
 
When I am hungry for display 
I watch the tourists ebb and flow 
the flower shirt the décolleté 
pink shoes that draw the eye below 
but in this crowd one cannot bathe 
each self a monad armed too well 
to slip within another’s gaze 
our nested egos are a hell 
in which all native privilege drowns 
That others from without be seen 
one needs a frosted limousine 
to hide the knownness that it crowns 
the poëte flâneur is no more 
when equal looks make each a whore   
for nothing could be more obscene 
than see and equally be seen 
 
 
 
 
 
 



To LB 
 
Her sweetly crooked speech and smile 
piled twist of hair of crested bird 
a would-be novelist—absurd 
to choose Moroccan self-exile 
 
And then a letterless ex-con 
whose scam a bookstore in Long Beach 
she ran for him as she runs each 
wild dream to ground until it’s gone 
 
Her Y-gen cohort soul alert 
to its dulled pill-pusher morale 
a cool-white spirit less to fall 
in love than literally flirt 
in clear-eyed pertness’ cloudless gaze 
chaste seeing knowing’s trace betrays 
 
 
 
  



The shoe store 
 
To write a sonnet in a shoe store 
the poet trims his focal length 
to concentrate his mental strength 
on what keeps us above the floor 
the ladies trying sandals out 
or trying spike-heeled oxfords on 
all pray they may set foot upon 
the platform whence their soul can shout 
 
Unlike grace beauty can be bought 
and shoes that raise us from the earth 
become the measure of our worth 
signs of a destiny self-wrought 
let rhythmed feet then be the gift 
that to the stars my soul would lift   
  



Snuggle 
 
I write this poem standing up 
for I no longer care to sit 
and share good tidings or to fit 
love’s nectar in a loving cup 
but lying by my bien-aimée 
to feel as nextness on my face 
the warmth of hers alone gives grace 
sufficient to survive the day 
 
Thank heaven for the little things 
that viscerally take us back 
through eons to our early lack 
of having neither fins nor wings 
but one beside the other’d lie 
and feel warm and not want to die   
 
  



At the Coffee Bean 
 
A pretty girl is worth a Canzoniere 
more than the one I wrote a volume for 
with magic I knew once and then no more 
and passion she first loved and then found scary 
the dark young lady at the Coffee Bean 
who stood for fifteen minutes at a table 
performing rites to me unfathomable 
while letting all her loveliness be seen 
 
I grieve no chance of febrile penetration 
but a forever lost incarnate soul 
whose otherness will make some other whole 
in bliss such as befits our human station 
by figuring in fullness the design 
to which all spirit and all flesh incline 
 
  



Crossword 
 
Why would one do a crossword puzzle 
to reach an end set in advance 
that we achieve as proof that chance 
will ask of us no reappraisal 
the challenge of closed intellect 
defers the new but how much art 
is all-predictable from start 
to finish how little effect 
have simple facts Epiphany 
not any beauty but the One 
that rises like a second sun  
to orbit hence eternally  
makes true the story that life tells 
so rare and puzzles of all else 
  



The Reading 
 
These poets would force prose to poetry 
they read it with applied dramatic flair 
the best induce a tension in the air 
that takes the place of skill in prosody 
some cultivate their voice others their dress 
as most are far from young they speak of dying 
their parents’ or their own, which may be lying 
but poets say what’s needed to impress 
 
Great poetry it’s not but should suffice 
to pay the Muses their communion’s price 
how else should lettered folks exchange their art 
would it be better to rhyme Hallmark verse 
or write in meter and sound even worse 
what matters is the glow within their heart 
       
The romance of cleaning closets 
 
We picked each piece of clothing from the floor 
and found it a location higher up 
the summer lightweight garments in a tub 
the wrapping paper box behind the door 
and in the end the whole surface was clear 
as though each gesture cleansed a stubborn stain 
and left our lives pristine to start again 
after I’d soiled a decade and a year 
 
Not all was loss no doubt I had to learn 
what beauty is to see and to create 
to teach my words to seek in life’s estate 
the wealth that common cares of love can earn 
our hedgehog project’s entropy reclaimed 
that can be now in poesy acclaimed 
 
  



Rhyming  
 
Most blessed are the days in life 
that let us feel that good was done 
of all my days the best is one 
that brings a smile to my dear wife 
a smile my rhymer’s talents fail 
to capture though a smile is rhyme 
a modest conquest over time 
at which we scrabble tooth and nail 
 
We cannot choose among life’s joys 
the timely pleasures or the timeless 
an instant’s gleam is never rhymeless 
an ancient rhythm never cloys 
the smiles of love endure two ways 
in newmade souls or songs of praise              



Poetics 101 (in two lessons) 
 
1 
 
I thought a poem as a gift 
would give my Muse’s soul a lift 
though Gift in German meaning poison 
the thought might have been better chosen 
but if my verse can’t please my Muse 
who then is it meant to amuse 
one writes love-poems to equate 
the sacred center with one’s mate 
the girl I love’s potentially…  
(and gender’s unimportant she 
can love as well as he—the proof: 
‘twas Sappho who revealed the truth 
of desire in the hearth’s domain 
first known to those who there remain) 
potentially, I say, divine 
the choice that will my life define 
becomes thereby as full of sense 
as that of the first reference 
to God the center of the scene 
as now at center is my Queen 
 
 
2 
 
But if exalting one’s desire 
doesn’t the desiree inspire 
what good is lyric anyway? 
just writing rhymes to pass the day? 
If my Muse care not why should you? 
—Because what I do you could too 
given that language that we share 
(and share with humans everywhere) 
can in its high poetic state 
induce each reader to conflate 
the author’s interest in his love 
with one’s own faith in heaven above 
the poet’s verses seem so right 
that human truth seems bathed in light 
we commune less in his desires 
than in the language that aspires 
to fix them for eternity 
through which we sense fraternity 
the pursuit of a common good 
as what makes people as they should 
 
And so the lyric paradox: 
if language is Pandora’s box 
and prose its host of ills unlocks 
poetic angels’ gentle flocks 



dress Pandora in lovely frocks 
and help her to adorn her locks 
with roses daffodils and phlox 
and gold chains borrowed from Fort Knox 
and thus enhanced her beauty shocks 
the violent from throwing rocks 
the cock-fighters from fighting cocks 
the Yanks from thumping the Red Sox 
and love of fellow man unblocks: 
the postman who rang twice just knocks 
and brings us all cream cheese and lox 
 
and in a final paradox 
aesthetically most orthodox 
as One and Many sync their clocks 
the hedgehog lies down with the fox 
 


